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Happy Holidays from your Editors
As this is written, the 44th
President of the United
States has been re-elected
while Mother Nature has
afforded severe weather
upon parts of this great
nation that has affected
millions, including those in
our R/C model airplane
community and their fami-

lies. And yet, there is
cause for optimism in the
New Year.
During this holiday season,
please remember those
who are protecting us who
allow us the great freedom
of enjoying our time with
our friends and family.
May those military and ci-

Coastal Aeromodelers Classic Pattern The Coastal Aeromodelers

In the next issue:
-New patterns
-Dues renewal

Club held its first Classic
Pattern contest on October
20 and 21, 2012. Our contest was held in conjunction with the NSRCA District 2 Championship AMA
Pattern. There were seven
Classic contestants and 18
AMA contestants, with five
flying both events.
We had beautiful weather.
The temperature was in the
mid 70’s with clear blue
skies and only enough

wind to make the cross
wind somewhat challenging, especially on Sunday
morning when we had our
highest wind speeds.
In running the two contests, we ran two alternating rounds of AMA and
Classic. We got in four
rounds of AMA pattern and
three rounds of Classic on
Saturday before darkness
set in. On Sunday morning,
we started with two rounds
of Classic Pattern, followed

vilian employees who defend us return home safely
to enjoy their time, too, with
their family and friends.
Happy Holidays to All,
Scott Anderson and Rick
Mitchell
CPA#2 and CPA#68
By Dave Burton, CD
by two more rounds of
AMA. The Classic flyers
decided not to fly the sixth
round so as to begin their
travel home.

Cont. Page 4
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Discovering A Lost Treasure…Right In My Own Basement!
By Rick Mitchell

The last time that I was
active in radio control modeling was from 2005
through 2008, after having
first flown R/C as far back
as 1958. Most of my flying
during that last three year
period was with a Tower
Kaos, but my last ten rides
at the very end were with a
Goldberg Skylark 56 ARF
that I built in addition to my
Kaos.
The Skylark was a very
nice looking and flying airplane, and in some ways
reminded me of Joe Bridi’s
famous Dirty Birdy at a distance. I wanted a Dirty
Birdy in addition to my
Kaos, but there was no
such thing as a Dirty Birdy
ARF at that time. I did,
however, keep a picture of
a Dirty Birdy with a Royal
Blue color scheme with
white delta patterns and
black pinstripe in my workshop. And in fact, in late
2007, as a compromise, I
bought a second Skylark,
and I decided to strip and
recover it to look like that
Dirty Birdy picture that I
taped to my wall.
I completely recovered the
Skylark and had it ready to
assemble by 2008, but I
left R/C before I finished it.
So, I boxed it up and put it
in my office across from my
workshop. And there it sat,
until eventually it was used
like a small table. Soon I
had envelopes and other
office supplies sitting on
the box. After a few years,
the box seemed to disap-

pear into the maze of odds
and ends that one collects
in a home office.
And then several weeks
ago, I developed R/C fever
again! I was retired for over
a year, and now I could
build and fly any day of the
week and not just those
days starting with the letter
“S”! My first new model
was a Tower Trainer 40
that I built after I realized
that going into a Kaos first
after more than four years
of not flying was probably a
bad idea. It would be like
telling a fighter pilot who
had not flown a jet in almost five years to go out
on the ramp and re-qualify
all by himself in an F-16!
So I built and flew the
Trainer and shook off the
cobwebs. I had also built a
new Kaos before the Trainer, but was I holding on to
it. So, after 14 rides on the
Trainer, I was fit for duty,
and it was now Kaos time.
But as I was pulling the
radio and motor out of the
Trainer for another model
in addition to the Kaos, I
asked myself, what about
that Skylark that had been
sitting in my office for nearly five years?
So I brought the recovered
Skylark into my workshop,
sat it on the bench, and
opened it up. Quite frankly
I was shocked at how nice
its Royal Blue covering
looked with its white trim
panels and black pinstripe.

The Tower Trainer’s manual encourages new pilots to
become proficient on their
Trainer, and then pull the
radio and motor out and
put them into something
more advanced. I looked at
the Skylark for about two
minutes and said, “You
have got to build this one
next!” And so I did, and a
week later, it was ready to
fly. And what was so nice
about this was that, as a
package, this “New Old
Stock” Skylark cost nothing
to build. The plane was
bought years ago, the radio
and motor came from the
Tower Trainer, and the
white spinner and pilot figure had been sitting on my
bench for years waiting for
their call to duty.
My Skylark was a joy to
build. But, as it turns out,
the Skylark is no longer in
production, and so, fly with
care as there are no more!
And as far as the Dirty
Birdy idea is concerned,
what got me interested in
returning to R/C a few
weeks ago was that the
Dirty Birdy was now available as an ARF. I have been
crazy about the Dirty Birdy
since it first came out nearly 40 years ago, and I now
have one waiting its turn in
my building rotation.
But for now, it’s time to get
re-acquainted with another
great pattern ship from the
1970’s, my Goldberg Skylark 56!
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Fall Classic Pattern Contest - Lancaster, CA
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By Robert Fish

Cal Orr electric Kwik Fli III See article.

The 2012 Fall Classic Pattern Contest was held at
the Antelope Valley Tailwinds Field, located in Lancaster, CA, on Sunday,
November 12th, 2012. The
event was scheduled as a
two day event, with the
contest held on Saturday,
and Sunday was reserved
for a “Fly-In” day. The concept was intended to be a
low stress gathering where
those who like good old
contests could get their
groove on, as well as to
have a relaxed fun day
where pilots could hang
out, fly, hot dog, or just enjoy the old planes.
With high winds forecasted
for Saturday, CD Tony
Frakowiak advised that the
Saturday portion was cancelled, and that the contest
would instead be moved to
Sunday since the weather
was far more favorable.
This worked well. We arrived early to a cold (by So.
Cal. standards) but calm
sky. Our pilots arrived,
shook hands, assembled
their aircraft and flew practice flights. The pilots’

meeting was held at 9:30,
and then we were off after
that.
There were four entries in
the Masters Class. Jon
Carter and Dale Olstinske
drove from San Jose and
brought with them an Epowered Kaos and an Epowered P-7. Tony
Frakowiak brought his Evopowered P-7, and Robert
Fish rounded out the field
with his O.S. 65 powered
Vertigo II, built from an
original Skyglass kit.
Doug Woodward came
from Orange County toting
his E-powered Conquest 4.
I am sure that many who
follow the Classic Pattern
forums have seen pictures
of this work of art, but nothing beats seeing it in person. Doug was the lone
pilot in the Advanced
Class, but his flying was up
to the task.
Father and son team Chris
and Mike McMillan filled
out the Sportsman category. Chris flew his venerable
Tipo, featuring an O.S .61
FSR, and Mike flew an

O.S. 46 powered Kaos. It
was great to see both father and son flying together, a reminder that this
sport is about more than
just airplanes.
Cal Orr arrived with his
very cool Kwik Fli III. I was
admiring Cal’s airplane,
looking at the old Enya .60
perched on the nose, and
Hmm, no muffler… I wondered if it had its exhaust
baffle hooked to the throttle… and then I discovered
that it was only a shell covering an electric motor underneath! Cal fooled all of
us with this clever disguise!
Tony was teasing Cal, telling him, “Our club has a
muffler rule!” This was also
Cal’s first pattern contest.
Chris McMillan had just
met Cal a week before and
invited him to attend. This
inspires confidence so that
we may continue growing
these events. Cal brought
his wonderful wife who did
a magnificent job calling
the maneuvers.
Cont. Page 9
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Coastal Aeromodelers Classic Pattern
The Classic planes entered
were:

Dave Guerin and Bridi XLT

1. Bridi XLT, powered by
an OS .61 LS and flown by
Dave Guerin and Dale Arnold.
2. Hangar 9 Phoenix 7,
powered by an Evolution .61 and flown by Don
and Joseph Szczur.

Steve Vergamini and Daddy Rabbit

Julio Arrietta and Daddy Rabbit

(Note: This plane was
barely finished before Don
and Joseph arrived, and
Don was running the engine until just before he
flew his first round. This
plane’s initial flight was in
Round One, and trimming
was done on the downwind
pass! That’s quite a tribute
to how sound the Phoenix
7 is, right out of the box.)
3. Daddy Rabbit (Dennis
Hunt built with custom
wings), powered by an
OS .91 4C and flown by
Steve Vergamini.
4. Mustang X, designed by
Jim Kirkland, powered by
an OS .55 AX, and flown
by Dave Burton.

Don Szczur and P7

Dale Arnold and Bridi XLT

5. WM Intruder 90, with
OS .91 4S power and flown
in one round by Julio Arrieta.
6. Daddy Rabbit, with
OS .91 4S power and flown
by Julio Arrieta.
Classic Pattern Results :
Masters Class: 1. Don
Szczur, 2. Dave Guerin, 3.
Dale Arnold
Advanced Class: 1. Julio
Arrieta
Intermediate Class: 1. Steve Vergamini
We were not sure how running the two contests together would work with our
contestants, but the feedback was positive. As Don
Szczur said, “It was a
blast!” We found that even
the contestants who were
not flying Classic were
stopping to watch the
planes fly. Some had never
seen non-turnaround pattern before and were interested in watching.

From Page 1

tice. Dave Phillips from
Alabama and his bride
watched and also judged
several rounds. Russ Chiles and Johnny Powers also judged a few rounds,
and they plan to fly next
year.
We certainly plan to have
another combination contest next year with some
minor changes, and hopefully we will have a few
more classic planes. For
the next time, we will probably run Classic flights concurrent with AMA flights as
we feel this will help the
contest run more smoothly.
Our thanks to Buff Miller,
George Asteris, Sue Asteris and Marvin Marosas for
their help with making a
combined two in one contest work so well. Buff and
Sue in particular were invaluable with making the
new FAI scoring program
work also for Classic Pattern.

We had several spectators
who were planning to fly
but couldn’t because of
planes damaged in prac-

Joseph Szczur and P7

Marvin Marosas and Augusta 4
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Great Planes Dirty Birdy ARF Review

W ith a growing demand for
classic pattern airplanes,
Great Planes has now introduced one of the most
famous and successful
classic planes from the
past as an ARF. They did a
great job recreating Joe
Bridi’s 1978 Dirty Birdy.
This kit is complete with a
painted fiberglass fuselage
and cowl and a Monokote
covered wing and stab.
Also included is the necessary hardware to complete
the plane.
For this review, Hobbico
provided the plane as well
as mechanical Hobbico
retracts, a Hobbico Command retract servo, four
Futaba 3004 servos and a
Futaba receiver. They also
included an OS .65AX motor and a Mac’s header
with a tuned pipe. This is
truly a great combination
from the past and present
to bring this great ship
back into our ranks.
The assembly was straightforward and simple. The
instruction manual is detailed with descriptions and
pictures including ones for
making the appropriate
bends and lengths for all of
the pushrods. My daughter
Sarah, who frequently
helps me build, helped
start our assembly with the
wing, which is constructed
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By Jon Bruml

of balsa sheeted foam and
covered with Monokote. I
knew this was going to be
great when we noticed
there were strings prethreaded from the aileron
servo wells to the root
which makes running the
servo wires through the
wing simple.
The wing is in two pieces
and joined with a plywood
laminated metal spar that
is slipped into the slot at
the center of each wing
panel, and then epoxied
into place. Anti-rotation
pins align the wing halves
when joining. They are a
bit fussy and I recommend
extra care be taken when
installing them. Installation
of the dual aileron servos
and control horns are typical using only supplied
hardware. The ailerons are
pre-hinged and glued in so
the wing finished quickly.
Upon completing the
wings, we installed the
Hobbico mechanical retracts. Again, very straightforward and the instruction
book was helpful as it’s
been 20 years since I installed mechanical landing
gear. The detailed notes
cut down the trial and error
and led to a faster installation.
We next installed the rudder and elevator controls
using the plywood servo
tray glued into the fuselage. The rudder installation uses a single pushrod
and the guide tube is preinstalled. We then glued the
two elevator halves to the
fuse. Two carbon tubes

slide through the fuse and
join the elevator halves by
slipping over the tubes.
They are epoxied to the
tubes and the fillets on the
side of the fuselage. The
stab halves line up to the
fillets. The guides for the
elevator are also preinstalled, and we used a
stock set up of one servo
connected to a “forker” that
controls the elevator
halves. The instructions
called for wheel collars to
lock the individual elevator
pushrods to a single connection to the servo. This
was simple. Both rudder
and elevator guide tubes
were aligned correctly and
the control surfaces did not
bind. All of the surfaces are
pre-hinged and glued.
The engine installation was
simple using the kit’s adjustable motor mount that
easily accepts an OS .65
AX engine. Just align the
motor to the mount, drill
four holes and use the provided sheet metal screws
to secure the engine.
There are also factory engraved centering lines on
the firewall and the motor
mount. The tank installation was cumbersome as
there are preinstalled formers in the fuselage that
hold the tank in place that
butt up to the firewall.
There is a hole in the firewall to allow the top of the
tank to sit flush with the
front of the firewall. It’s a
nice idea for alignment, but
unfortunately the included.
Cont. Page 7

“Our building time was
14 hours, including
setting up the radio and
throws. “
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Turkey Classic - Eglin AFB.
W hat a nice weekend to
fly! We conducted pattern
flying at Eglin Air Force
Base’s model flying field on
November 17, 2012. We
arrived on Saturday morning greeted by blue skies
and plenty of Florida sunshine. The morning temps
were on the chilly side, but
it warmed up nicely as the
day moved on. We had
eight pilots flying CPA maneuvers, with a 10 to 12
mph wind just to make it
more interesting!
CD Victor Diaz started the
day by calling a pilots’
meeting and assigning
chores to all who helped
with the contest. We flew
during the morning, and
from across the runway,
we saw Victor’s wife attending the smoker that
provided our lunch. Victor
had some fine smoked
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By Dave Phillips

Brisket, potato salad, baked beans and cold
drinks ready for us. What a
meal for a contest! Our
great thanks go to Victor
and his wonderful wife!
After we finished our meal,
we completed two more
rounds to close out the
contest. There was only
one mishap as Jamie
Strong’s radio and airplane
stopped talking to each
other, and Jamie lost his
Calypso. His airplane went
into a very dense pine
thicket about 150 yards
from the runway. As always, four or five guys
walked into the area where
the bird went down. After
about 20 minutes, they
came out with his plane. It
was broken, but repairable.
Had it not been for a buzzing servo, we would have
had a harder time finding

it as the woods were very
difficult to walk through.
The contest was a success
and everyone enjoyed participating. We can't wait
until next year when we do
this event again! If you are
looking to fly in a CPA contest, then this would be a
very good one to attend,
especially if you are hungry!
Sportsman:
1st Matt Griffit
Advanced:
1st Victor Diaz
2nd Curt Oberg
3rd Julio Arieta
Masters:
1st John Fuqua
2nd Jamie Strong
3rd Dave Phillips

CPA Market Place
Do you have items for sale
and want to offer them to
the membership by posting
them
in our newsletter? Then
send a short description of
each item to Scott or Rick
by email,
along with pictures displaying your items. Please note
that, due to space limitations,
descriptions of all items for
sale must be brief and to
the point, and CPA reserves the
right to edit or downsize all

item descriptions because
of this. Please also be sure
to
state your asking prices
along with your contact
information. There is no
charge for
this service. Thank you.

negotiable based upon the
combination and number of
items purchased. These
items are priced for quick
sale, and he will ship them.
Here is a list of his items:

Dave Powell, in Othello,

Great Planes Deception:
Kit, NIB.

WA has items for sale. He
may be contacted by cell at
(509) 760-0222 or by email
at dpowell@basininsurance.
com . His prices are

Cont. Page 8
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Great Planes Dirty Birdy ARF Review
260cc or 8.8 oz. tank barely accommodates the classic masters pattern sequence. This Dirty Birdy
incorporates a separate
painted fiberglass cowl to
cover the engine and to
complete the classic look.
The cowl is affixed with
four sheet metal screws.
The cowl also makes for
easy engine installation.
After installing the nose
gear, which requires a separate retract servo, we
mounted the header and
pipe. The hard point
mount for the tuned pipe
was located in an odd
place and was not close to
where the plans indicated.
We made due and used
the factory provided hardware.
Our building time was 14
hours, including setting up
the radio and throws. The
installation of retracts alone
required four of those
hours. If one were to assemble the Dirty Birdy using the supplied fixed gear,
it would easily knock off
three and a half hours of
building time.
After running one tank of
fuel, I fell off the electric
wagon and was instantly
addicted, once again, to
the smell of glow fuel! My
daughter, on the other
hand, wasn’t as thrilled
about the oil shooting from
the tuned pipe and covering her bare feet while
holding the plane. That’s
the last time she will wear
sandals around a glow
plane!
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Off To The Field!
I fly with Jon Carter, Dale
Olstinske and Frank Capone, who participated (or
should I say, insisted) with
helping to test fly the new
Dirty Birdy. The motor was
outfitted with an APC 11 x
7 prop, and we dialed the
needle to a rich 13,400
rpm. Once airborne and
after several clicks of up
and lots of clicks of right
aileron, we had the plane
flying great! On the first
day we put up seven flights
among the four of us. We
all felt the plane flew well
and certainly authentically
represented the original
Dirty Birdy. We aggressively flew the Classic
Masters sequence but had
to cut each pattern short
due to the limits of the factory provided fuel tank.
The plane is sturdy as it
survived my questionable
landings.
The following weekend I
brought the Dirty Birdy to a
Friday pattern get together.
A number of D7 pilots, including Don Atwood, Dick
Belden, Bill Sneed and Bob
Obergon, were on hand to
put this plane through
some rigorous testing.
After a few flights, the excitement was clear: “I love
it!” “This is incredibly fun!”
and, “Wow!” We shortened
the header about a quarter
inch, adjusted some of the
throws and put up a dozen
flights. The verdict was
resounding and clear:
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This is a great flying airplane and authentically
represents the original
Dirty Birdy.
The Great Planes Dirty
Birdy seems to be more
than fairly priced for a fully
painted and covered almost ready to fly classic
pattern plane. The assembly was quick and easy.
The OS engine was reliable and ran great, and the
plane flew as expected.
Great! It doesn’t get much
better than this!
One final note: As the
flights added up, we added
a small amount of right
thrust, moved the C.G.
back a bit, and paralleled
the wing and stab up by
shimming the wing saddle.
Also, the plane looks like a
good candidate for a conversion to electric.
This plane and all of its
equipment were provided
by Hobbico, and it will be
with me at many of our pattern events so that everyone can enjoy classic pattern and test fly and compete for themselves!
(Editor’s Note: There are
forums devoted to the new
Dirty Birdy ARF, and many
of these folks have converted their DB’s to round
12 or 16 oz. fuel tanks to
increase their flight time.)

After a few flights, the
excitement was clear: “I
love it!” “This is
incredibly fun!” and,
“Wow!”
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CPA Market Place
Eureka Tiger Tail: Short kit
with built up balsa wings,
NIB.
Saturn SE: Standard servos, O.S. 61 FSR with factory back plate integral
pump and large venturi
carb, also a second identical used engine for backup, tri-gear Spring Air retracts, foam wings with balsa sheeting, fuse is all balsa, both wings and fuse
were glassed with 3/4 oz.
cloth and given several
light coats of fuel proof
white paint, two sticky-back
trim colors, canopy painted
black (needs some touchup on top), plane is very
light weight with this finish
but lacks gloss, could be
easily clear coated, have
the MAN construction articles for both the original
Saturn and this updated
SE written by Ivan Christenson that will be included
with sale, want to sell as a
package.
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Kraft Radio Systems: Two
updated and narrowbanded, with lots of Kraft
servos and accessories.
Also, a Pro-Line Competition Six matched to a Futaba narrow band AM receiver by Radio South with the
original Pro-Line accessories and an extra Futaba 6
channel AM receiver. I was
told that this set up is as
good as any FM, but the
radio can be converted to
2.4 XPS by Radio South.
Various .60 – .61 Engines:
Including Krafts and its updated RJL, Supertigre
Blueheads, Rossi’s, ringed
and ABC-side exhaust, and
MVVS’s, YS short side ,
YS long stroke rear exhaust.
Retracts: Including two
sets of vintage Goldberg
and one set of BD retracts.

Phoenix VIII: Partially built
kit, fiberglass fuse with firewall and motor mount installed and drilled for a
Rossi .61, fuse primed,
stab not in, leading and
trailing edges and balsa
tips have been added and
shaped on both wing and
stab halves, wing and stab
halves have not been
joined, wing is retract ready
and the ply plate is installed, strut channel and
wheel well cut out, wheel
well is balsa lined, balsa
aileron stock included, four
to six lb. light weight balsa
sheeting on wing and stab,
quality workmanship, also
have full-size plans, comes
with new Spring Air retract
system and new, still in box
Rossi .61 with new header
and pipe, want to sell this
as a package.
Please contact Dave for
more photos, information
and prices.
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Fall Classic Pattern Contest
W e flew four rounds. At the
midday break, Mike and
Jean Greear served lunch
and also handled the scoring duties. The contest went
quickly and very smoothly,
as one would expect with
only eight pilots, but there
was no carnage! Here was
our finishing order:
Masters:
1. Tony Frakowiak
2. Robert Fish
3. Jon Carter
4. Dale Olstinske

By Robert Fish

Advanced:
1. Doug Woodward

serving our lunch, and Vic
Anderson, Jamie
Schoolcraft, and Bill “Sir
William” Wallace for judging.

Sportsman:
1. Chris McMillan
2. Mike McMillan
Novice:
1. Cal Orr

As always, I am grateful for
this chance to re-connect
with our past, and to continue where I left off so
long ago.

Everyone had a great time.
Many thanks to Tony F. for
hosting, Mike and Jean
Greear for scoring and

Gear up!

Bud Garric Memorial Pattern Contest
The Bud Garric Memorial

Here are the final results:

Pattern Contest was held on
October 6 and 7, 2012 at
SAM Field, Sacramento,
California. As your west
coast representative, I was
unable to attend this meet,
but I am able to present this
brief final report. (Photo
credit: Luke Peng)

Classic Master:

There were 25 entries, with
eight in Classic, and Masters Class was the only
class flown.
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1. Dick Beldon 1000.000
2. Jacob Boracca 998.495
3. Don Atwood 996.238
4. Frank Capone 976.674
5. Jon Carter 929.270
6. Derek Koopowitz
957.035
7. Dale Olstinske 841.986
8. Bob Obregon 551.543

By Robert Fish
NOR-CAL PATTERN
ROCKS!
Gear up!

http://www.rccityfl.com

